Background {#Sec1}
==========

Massive data collection, storage, and fast delivery are simplified with the development of science and the innovation of technology. A large amount of data contains considerable valuable information, especially in the biomedical field. Data mining is an essential tool in understanding the value of a dataset. A wide variety of data mining methods has emerged with the prosperity of big data. However, their application scopes and focuses are slightly inconsistent. Thus, researchers are required to find a relatively optimal data mining method to promptly solve practical problems. Consequently, we aim to provide several suggestions to biomedical researchers by comparing seven active algorithms applied to the 12 top-click UCI public datasets with the task of classification.

Similar works in the field of data mining were unpopular. In the late 1990s, two European spirit projects, namely, StatLog \[[@CR1]\] and METAL \[[@CR2]\], were conducted successively. The StatLog project mainly concluded that no single best algorithm exists, and symbolic algorithms were favorable choices in maximizing accuracy when the distribution of data is extreme. METAL aims to develop model selection and method combination approaches that focus on classification and regression problems to provide users with an online environment support. The comparison of different candidate algorithms in the context of a specific application was recommended because the performances of machine learning algorithms were proven to be problem-dependent \[[@CR3]\]. Certain research was conducted in the field of time series \[[@CR4]\] or bioinformatics \[[@CR5]\], which have the distinct characteristics of time variation or high dimension. Elmahgiubi \[[@CR6]\] developed a generic meta-learning framework for automatic algorithm selection and then applied and evaluated the generic framework to solve the selection problem of packet classification algorithm. Limited studies for general dataset without significant macroscopic characteristics were conducted after the two European spirit projects to assess the applicability of algorithms. Lim et al. \[[@CR7]\] claimed that the quick unbiased efficient statistical tree and logistic regression algorithms were substantially fast. According to the research of Ali and Smith \[[@CR8]\], the classifier C4.5, the neural network, and the support vector machine (SVM) were all competitive as the best choices in terms of measurement accuracy. In addition, certain researchers focused on the ensemble of several base classifiers \[[@CR9]\] or the overall workflow in certain software \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], which provided the final result. These kinds of ensembles appeared as a type of black box model for users. Luo \[[@CR12]\] reviewed the literature on automatic selection methods for machine learning algorithms and hyper-parameter values for a given supervised machine learning problem. He found that these methods have limitations in the extensive environment of biomedical data.

In this study, seven active mature algorithms were selected to analyze their applicability to large real-world problems. To the best method for assessing the empirical applicability of these algorithms on large real-world problems is using large real-world data. The UCI machine learning repository \[[@CR13]\] is a collection of databases, domain theories, and data generators that are used by machine learning communities for the empirical analysis of machine learning algorithms. The UCI machine learning repository is used by students, educators, and researchers worldwide as a primary source of machine learning datasets. Therefore, 12 top-click datasets, namely, "Iris," "Adult," "Wine," "Car evaluation," "Breast cancer Wisconsin," "Wdbc," "Wpbc," "Abalone," "Wine quality_red," "Wine quality_white," "Heart disease," and "Poker hand," with the task of classification from the UCI machine learning repository were selected as our research datasets. As previously described, the inclusion criteria of seven algorithms are state-of-the-art, high maturity and representative. The inclusion criteria of 12 datasets are real-world data, classic (or high usage), diversity. The applicable data mining methods of the 12 datasets with different characteristics were obtained through induction and analysis. The present study aims to provide a reference for biomedical workers with different backgrounds on method selection and scheme design. The working methodology and application scenarios are illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1A general view of the work and application scenarios

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. "[Methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section describes in detail the quantitative index and research algorithms. Furthermore, "[Results](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" section illustrates the obtained quantitative results and displays the performance assessments of the algorithms. "[Discussion](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section presents the further analysis and discussion. Finally, "[Conclusion](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}" section provides the comprehensive conclusions.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Quantitative index of dataset characteristics {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------

Study plans are used to quantify or describe the characteristics of a dataset using seven quantitative indices; these indices include sample size, number of variables, correlation coefficient between target and other variables, correlation coefficient between non-target variables, class entropy of the target variable, number of missing values, and the ratio between the sample size of the largest class and the sample number of the least class. These quantitative indices represent the size of the dataset, dimension of the dataset, degree of correlation between variables, dispersion degree of the target variable, integrity of information, and the balance of the dataset.

Data mining algorithm selection and algorithm summary {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------

The algorithms, namely, C4.5 \[[@CR14]\], SVM \[[@CR15]\], AdaBoost (AB) \[[@CR16]\], k-nearest neighbor (kNN) \[[@CR17]\], naïve Bayes (NB) \[[@CR18]\], random forest (RF) \[[@CR19]\], and logistic regression (LR) model \[[@CR20]\], are selected as our base algorithms using the criteria of maturity, representativeness, and activeness at present. Their applicability is discussed subsequently by comparing and contrasting these algorithms in detail.

The C4.5 algorithm, as one of the three classical decision tree algorithms, is derived from iterative dichotomizers 3. This algorithm can provide a mapping between attribute values and classification, and the mapping can be used to classify new unknown instances through learning \[[@CR14]\]. SVM is one of the most robust and accurate approaches among all well-known data mining algorithms. SVM is based on the statistical learning theory and mainly includes support vector classification (SVC) and support vector regression. Boosting is the most important "family" of ensemble methods, in which the AB algorithm is one of the most important. AB without certain foreknowledge continuously updates weights in multiple iterations to achieve the optimal result in the learning process \[[@CR21]\]. The kNN algorithm is an instance-based and lazy learning method. In particular, kNN does not process a training data until the prediction stage \[[@CR22]\]. The NB algorithm is one of the oldest formal classification methods. A rule that can determine the category of an unknown object and only contains known vector without known category \[[@CR23]\] is formulated according to Bayes' theorem. The RF algorithm is a kind of ensemble learning method that can be applied to classification, regression, and outlier detection. RF is composed of decision trees without pruning. The LR model, as a concrete form of the generalized linear model, originates from the statistical community, and its link function is the logit function \[[@CR20]\].

Performance assessment of algorithms {#Sec5}
------------------------------------

Classification accuracy and running speed are mainly considered in the study to compare the performances of the different algorithms applied to the same dataset. Consequently, the concept of sensitivity and specificity is extended, that is, one of the classes is considered the focus class for a multi-class target variable, and the rest of the classes are combined. Then, the sensitivity and specificity of the current focus class can be computed to inspect the specific prediction accuracy of the current algorithm. User time is selected as the running time of the algorithm on the model building phase. In addition, this study monitors the memory usage of each algorithm prediction model to provide a reference for considering and discussing the simplicity of these models.

All the analyses are implemented using R software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) version 3.2.2 on a personal computer equipped with Intel Core i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz processor and Windows 7 operating system. The following R packages have been used: 'e1071', 'RWeka', 'adabag', 'kknn' 'randomForest' and 'nnet'. Both SVM and NB were implemented under the framework of 'e1071' package with R. C4.5, AB, kNN, RF and LR were implanted under the framework of packages 'RWeka', 'adabag', 'kknn', 'randomForest' and 'nnet', respectively. Tuning parameters will have a significant impact on the performance of the algorithm. To reduce the interference of tuning parameters, for various parameters within the learning algorithms, default values were assigned as in the R package settings.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

Overview of datasets {#Sec7}
--------------------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} displays the basic statistical information of the 12 research datasets. Eleven datasets belong to the life, social, physical, business, and game areas, which were clearly marked on the shared link page of the dataset. The "Car evaluation" dataset has no division on the page. Thus, its area is excluded in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Profile of research data setsName of datasetSample sizeNumber of attributesMissing values?TaskAreaIris1504NoMulti-classLifeAdult^a^32,56113YesBinary-classSocialWine17813NoMulti-classPhysicalCar evaluation17286NoMulti-class--Breast cancer Wisconsin^a^6999YesBinary-classLifeWdbc^a^56930NoBinary-classLifeWpbc^a^19831YesBinary-classLifeAbalone41778NoMulti-classLifeWine quality_red^a^159911NoMulti-classBusinessWine quality_white^a^489811NoMulti-classBusinessHeart disease^a^30313YesMulti-classLifePoker hand^a^25,01010NoMulti-classGame^a^The dataset 'Adult' is a subset of the database 'Adult Data Set'. The datasets 'Breast cancer Wisconsin', 'Wdbc' and 'Wpbc' are three subsets come from the same database 'Breast Cancer Wisconsin (diagnostic) data set'. The datasets 'Wine quality_red' and 'Wine quality_white' are included in the same database 'Wine Quality Data Set'. Limited to data quality, 'processed.cleveland' and 'poker-hand-training-true' two subsets were selected as represents of the databases 'Heart Disease Data Set' and 'Poker hand data set', respectively

As can be seen from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, there are six datasets belong to 'Life' area, the biomedical data that we concern about.

Quantification of dataset characteristics {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------

The sample size, number of attributes, number of missing values, and the sample size of each class in the 12 research datasets are counted. The correlation coefficient between task and other non-task attribute variables, correlation coefficient between each couple non-task attribute variables, class entropy of task variable, and the ratio of the sample size of the largest class to the least class are calculated. The "Wine quality_red" dataset is considered an example. The quantitative results in the dataset characteristics are displayed and described.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the correlation coefficients among the variables in the "Wine quality_red" dataset. Only the values of the low triangular matrix are listed because the correlation coefficient matrix is a symmetric matrix. By comparison, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the task variable and the variable "alcohol" is 0.4762, which is the maximum. The absolute value of the correlation coefficient between variables "fixed.acidity" and "pH" is the largest, and the value of the correlation coefficient is − 0.6830. The two values (0.4762 and − 0.6830) are included in the quantification index of dataset characteristics.Table 2Correlation coefficients between variables in 'wine quality_red' data setFixed.acidityVolatile.acidityCitric.acidResidual.sugarChloridesFree.sulfur.dioxideTotal.sulfur.dioxideDensitypHSulphatesAlcoholQualityFixed.acidity1----------------------Volatile.acidity− 0.25611--------------------Citric.acid0.6717− 0.55251------------------Residual.sugar0.11480.00190.14361----------------Chlorides0.09370.06130.20380.05561--------------Free.sulfur.dioxide− 0.1538− 0.0105− 0.0610.1870.00561------------Total.sulfur.dioxide− 0.11320.07650.03550.2030.04740.66771----------Density0.6680.0220.36490.35530.2006− 0.02190.07131--------pH− 0.6830.2349− 0.5419− 0.0857− 0.2650.0704− 0.0665− 0.34171------Sulphates0.183− 0.2610.91280.00550.3713− 0.05170.04290.1485− 0.19661----Alcohol− 0.0617− 0.20230.10990.0421− 0.2211− 0.0694− 0.2057− 0.49620.20560.09361--Quality0.1241− 0.39060.22640.0137− 0.1289− 0.0507− 0.1851− 0.1749− 0.05770.25140.47621

In Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, no missing value is observed in the "Wine quality_red" dataset. The task variable contains six classes, indicating that the dataset is multi-class. The sample size of the largest and least class is 681 and 10, respectively. The dataset is an imbalanced dataset, which has huge differences among the sample sizes of the different classes.Table 3Quantification of the characteristics of 'Wine quality_red' datasetQuantification indexValuesSample size1599Number of attributes11Number of missing values0Number of classes6Sample size of the largest class681Sample size of the least class10Correlation coefficients1^a^0.4762Correlation coefficients2^a^− 0.6830Class entropy of task variable0.5145Ratio of sample size of the largest class to the least class68.10^a^Correlation coefficients1 represents the maximum of correlation coefficient between task variable and other non-task attribute variables; correlation coefficients2 represents the maximum of correlation coefficient between each pair of non-task attribute variables

Evaluation and quantification of the performances of the algorithms {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The C4.5, SVM, AB, kNN, NB, RF, and LR models are implemented on each research dataset to conduct classification prediction. Then, the prediction results are evaluated to compare the performances of the aforementioned algorithms. Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} displays the evaluation results when "Wine quality_red" is considered an example.Table 4Performance evaluation of the algorithms applied to 'Wine quality_red' datasetAlgorithmAccuracySensitivity\
(Class '3')Sensitivity\
(Class '5')Specificity\
(Class '3')Running time (s)Memory usage (M)C4.50.90990.80000.92660.99560.150.02SVM0.671700.80621.00000.790.53AdaBoost0.662900.78711.000034.0211.33kNN0.87050.70000.91781.00000.110.39Naïve Bayes0.56040.30000.66960.99750.000.01Random forest1.00001.00001.00001.00001.4210.33Logistic regression0.60790.20000.75180.99810.230.34

In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, certain hints about the algorithms can be found based on the prediction accuracy aspect. The RF algorithm performs well on the "Wine quality_red" dataset, and the C4.5 algorithm demonstrates the best performance among the single classifiers. The NB nearly shows no cost, and AB is significantly overloaded. The NB exhibits a significant superiority and occupies a limited memory. Furthermore, the observed space usage of C4.5 is minimal. However, two ensemble algorithms, namely, RF and AB, occupy large memory. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} depicts the comparison results.Fig. 2Evaluation and rank of algorithms on the 'Wine quality_red' data set

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the accuracy, running time, memory usage, and the rank of the seven algorithms. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, the RF algorithm performs well and exhibits the best result among the algorithms. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, the RF suggests a poor performance with a value of 10.33 Mb in terms of memory usage. Similar interpretations can be derived in the running time aspect. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, the RF demonstrates the second longest running time. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d illustrates the rank of the seven algorithms in selecting an optimal algorithm quickly and intuitively. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d, no algorithm can be declared for all criteria on the "Wine quality_red" dataset. The RF is ranked first in accuracy but lags behind in running time and memory usage. On the contrary, the NB is ranked first in terms of running time and memory usage but is the last in terms of accuracy.

Comparison and induction of multiple dataset results {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------------

The characteristic quantification values and performance assessment of the algorithms applied to the 12 research datasets for comparison and analysis are summarized in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The sample size in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} is the initial number of samples, and the sample size in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} is the number of samples after the deletion of the missing values. The target variable is not included in the number of attributes. Cor1 represents the maximum of the correlation coefficient between task and other non-task attribute variables. Moreover, Cor2 denotes the maximum of the correlation coefficient among all pairs of non-task attribute variables. AB and RF are collectively called "Ensemble." The "Single classifier" corresponds to the other five algorithm models, excluding the two ensemble methods in the seven research algorithms.Table 5Characteristic quantification values and performance assessment of algorithms applied to the 12 research datasetsDatasetSample sizeNumber of attributesNumber of classesCor1Cor2Class entropyBalanceWell-performed algorithm rankIris150430.95650.96290.47711Ensemble, single classifierAdult30,1621320.3353− 0.58490.24373.017Ensemble, C4.5Wine178133− 0.84750.86460.47171.479Ensemble, LR, SVM, otherCar evaluation1728640.439300.363018.62Ensemble,C4.5, kNN^a^Breast cancer Wisconsin683920.82270.90720.28121.858Ensemble, kNN, C4.5, SVMWdbc5693020.79360.99790.28681.684Ensemble,LR, C4.5, kNN, SVMWpbc194312− 0.34600.99590.23793.217Ensemble, C4.5, kNN^a^Abalone41778280.62760.98681.084689RF, kNN, C4.5Wine quality_red15991160.4762− 0.68300.514568.1RF, C4.5, kNNWine quality_white48981170.43560.83900.5604439.6RF^b^, C4.5, kNNHeart disease2971350.52120.57900.557712.31RF, kNN, AB, C4.5Poker hand25,01010100.0102− 0.03030.42772498.6kNN, C4.5'Other' in the last column means remaining algorithms besides previous listed algorithms^a^kNN has higher sensitivity on a certain class, namely kNN has higher accuracy when predict the certain class^b^RF occupied bigger memory, then 2000 instances were sampled randomly to be training set, and RF showed high classification accuracy and acceptable running speed

Discussion {#Sec11}
==========

We can obtain the following rules based on the results listed in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.The two ensemble methods, namely, AB and RF, exhibit outstanding classification accuracy on most datasets. Moreover, RF performs better than AB. However, the ensemble methods spend an increased time and require an enhanced operating environment for a large dataset with thousands of samples because of hardware limitations.Nearly no difference is observed among the seven algorithms for a small dataset with high correlation between the task and other non-task attribute variables.On the binary-class balanced dataset, SVM performs better than that in the multi-class dataset. That is, SVM is suitable for the balanced dataset with the binary-class task.The kNN and C4.5 algorithms show remarkable performance in the binary- and multi-class datasets. Furthermore, kNN outperforms C4.5 algorithm in datasets with further classes and large sample size.NB behaves well in datasets with small sample size, a minimal number of classes, and high correlation between variables. The NB with dataset exhibiting other characteristics reveals inferior performance than the other six algorithms.SVM occupies more memory than the other single classifier algorithms and has higher requirements for operating environment.

According to the results of this study, the recommended algorithms of datasets with different characteristics are summarized in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}.Table 6Summary of applicative algorithm recommendation on different characteristic datasetsCharacter of datasetNBLRkNNC4.5SVMABRFRepresents of datasetSmall sample size√√√√Iris, wineHigh correlation√√Iris, wineBinary-class task√√√Breast cancer Wisconsin, WdbcBalanced data√√√Wine, breast cancer Wisconsin, WdbcMulti-class task√√√Abalone, wine quality_redImbalanced data√√√Wine quality_whiteLarge sample size√√Adult, poker handLow correlation√√√√Car evaluation, Wpbc, heart disease

No free lunch (NFL) theorem {#Sec12}
---------------------------

In the machine learning context, the NFL theorem \[[@CR24]\] implies that all learning algorithms perform equally well when averaged among all possible datasets. No method can exceed random guessing without additional information assistance. Therefore, the forms of classifiers are completely determined by a priori information or numerous training samples. Moreover, many data types indicate diverse underlying data structures during various practical problems. The adjustment of the decision boundary to adapt to these structures is crucial for the classification problems, especially the generalization ability of the classifiers. Our experimental results prove the theorem that no algorithm can maintain the best performance in all datasets.

NB algorithm {#Sec13}
------------

Occam's razor principle highlights that the most simple model or hypothesis should be selected preferentially when two models have the same predictive effect and efficiency. The potential implication of this scenario is that this model is insignificant when a model structure is more complex than the original dataset \[[@CR25]\]. Thus, simple algorithms, such as the NB and LR models, should be adopted for a small dataset with high correlation between the task and other non-task attribute variables if different algorithms demonstrate minimal differences in prediction accuracy, similar to the biology dataset "Iris." This phenomenon not only ensures the accuracy of the model but also simplifies its complexity. The NB model is generally effective. Its prominent advantage is its simple computation, especially for a discrete variable model. Notably, this model is widely applied because it is easy to understand and explain \[[@CR21]\]. A relatively new important application of NB is spam filtering.

Missing data is a potential problem in nearly all data analyses. Since some algorithms are sensitive to missing values, we delete the missing values in each data set when performing data preprocessing. The ratio of the missing values in the paper is a term used to describe the characteristic of the dataset. Particularly, the missing value is often happened in medical data. Most classification algorithm cannot control missing data. If data are missing at random, then NB does not encounter any difficulty in processing because the marginal distribution can be effectively estimated from the observed data. However, this process becomes complex in the missing data of information type, and thus this field requires further research \[[@CR21]\].

In bioinformatics, the "large p, small n" problem (small sample size but high dimension) is crucial. This problem is common in genomics, proteomics, and microarray data analysis. The characteristic of the problem is that the number of variables is much larger than that of the sample, resulting in the ill-conditioned problem of singular covariance matrix and overfitting. The introduction of several assumptions or the reduction of the estimator equivalently in certain ways is necessary to overcome these problems. One of the available methods to manage the problem in a supervised classification task is to use the NB model. This built-in assumption can effectively resist overfitting because of independence. The obtained classifier becomes complex when the skillful improvement ideas are enhanced. Therefore, seeking the best balance between these aspects should be considered \[[@CR21]\]. The research datasets of this paper do not contain bioinformatics-related data, such as genomics and proteomic data. The datasets with this kind of special structure will be included in our further study.

LR model {#Sec14}
--------

The LR model is more powerful but requires more complex estimation framework than the NB model. The parameter estimation in the LR model cannot be simply estimated using proportion, and iterative algorithm must be used. The datasets "Wine" and "Wdbc" are characterized by few classes, high correlation, and rough balance. The LR model performs well on the two datasets. The dependent variable of the LR model can be binary or multiple, but the binary-class is commonly used and easily explained. For example, the LR model is commonly applied to explore the risk factors that cause disease and predict the probability of disease occurrence according to the risk factors. The LR model is widely used in medicine, banking, and marketing. The LR model yields low computational cost and is easy to understand and implement. By contrast, the LR model can be underfitting, and the classification accuracy may be low.

kNN and C4.5 {#Sec15}
------------

In this study, the kNN and C4.5 decision tree algorithms perform well on binary- and multi-class task datasets. In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, kNN and C4.5 appear as one of the well-performed algorithms on nearly all datasets. The kNN algorithm performs better than the C4.5 algorithm for datasets, such as "Abalone" and "Poker hand," with large number of classes and sample size. Cover and Hart contended that the classification error rate of the kNN rules under certain conditions will not be more than two times the optimal Bayesian error rate. Furthermore, the error rate of the kNN method is asymptotically convergent to the Bayesian error rate; thus, the kNN method can be used as an approximation of the Bayesian method under normal circumstances \[[@CR26]\]. The kNN classifier saves modeling time compared with active learning methods, such as decision tree and SVM. However, kNN consumes additional time on classifying unknown objects because it requires calculating the kNN of the object. Thus, for some urgent situations, for example, the prediction of adverse cardiac events, atrial fibrillation, kNN does not apply. The kNN classification is easy to understand and implement and performs well in many cases, such as classifying article and other texts \[[@CR27]\] and predicting spatial data-like satellite images \[[@CR28]\]. Researchers on the study of gene function allocation based on microarray expression found that kNN is superior to SVM \[[@CR29]\]. However, the C4.5 algorithm cannot only induce the decision tree but also convert the decision tree into rules with well intelligibility. The earliest decision trees only manage categorical data; recently, they are extended to support numerical, symbolic, and mixed data types. Similarly, the decision tree application fields, such as clinical decision making, manufacturing, document analysis, bioinformatics, and geographic information system, is extensive. In practice, the C4.5 algorithm should be considered, provided that the interclass boundary of the target problem can be determined by a tree-splitting or rule-discriminating pattern.

SVM {#Sec16}
---

SVM is based on statistical learning theory. SVM can only select minimal training data from considerable training data for model building. For the linear and divisible binary-class learning task, SVC divides two classes of samples by finding the hyperplane with maximum margin. The maximum margin can ensure the best generalization ability of the hyperplane \[[@CR30]\]. One disadvantage of the early SVM is that the computational complexity of the training phase is high, which may lead to inapplicability of algorithms in large-scale datasets. However, this problem has been solved \[[@CR21]\]. In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the medical dataset "Breast cancer Wisconsin" is a representative of the balanced small dataset of the binary-class task. In our study, the SVM performance on this dataset type remains better than that of the multi-class large dataset. The result further provides a theoretical support for the above research findings \[[@CR29]\].

AB and RF {#Sec17}
---------

If a single classifier is a weak learner, then this classifier becomes a strong learner to assemble numerous single classifiers. The ensemble algorithm is a strong classifier, which is composed of one or more types of base classifiers. The performance of several single classifiers is inadequate for certain datasets; ensemble algorithms can be adopted if time and hardware conditions permit. AB and its variants are widely used in various fields because of its solid theoretical foundation, accurate prediction, and simple algorithm; these algorithms are gaining considerable success. For example, a strong face detector is obtained by combining AB and the face detection algorithm through the cascade process \[[@CR31]\]. In the present study, "Ensemble," as a well-performed algorithm, appears seven times, while RF appears four times in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Therefore, the two ensemble algorithms reach high accuracy of classification on most datasets. Moreover, RF performs better than AB on the unbalanced dataset of the multi-class task, such as datasets "Wine quality_red," "Wine quality_white," and "Heart disease." Bischl et al. \[[@CR32]\] emphasized that random regression forests emerged quite clearly as the best overall approach, achieving the best performance on 13 of the 17 datasets. RF can handle prodigious dimensionality, although numerous variables exist. Each base classifier only contains part of the randomly selected variables; therefore, deleting the variables is unnecessary. The RF model not only can manage the non-linear and non-Gauss problem but also demonstrate high prediction accuracy. In addition, the RF model provides two methods of measuring the importance of variables. RF is widely used in medicine, marketing, physics, and archaeology. However, a serious defect of the ensemble learning methods is its lack of intelligibility. These methods become a black-box model after ensemble, even when the base learner is an understandable model (such as small decision trees). Thus, improving the intelligibility of the ensemble learning method is a crucial research direction. But for some early detection of tumors, this type of black box model is still applicable. For example, doctors only need early detection and removal of intestinal polyps, without knowing their synergies and taking other treatment plan.

Generalization ability and intelligibility {#Sec18}
------------------------------------------

In the generalization ability, the algorithm not only exhibits a favorable classification performance on the training dataset but also can accurately predict the new data with uniform distribution of the training data. The intelligibility of the algorithm model is crucial in many practical applications. The two aspects should be considered in future research by seeking appropriate quantitative index to describe and evaluate. Ali et al. \[[@CR33]\] introduced the quality meta-metrics (QMM) of algorithms. QMM can be used to describe the physical meaning of the evaluation criteria. The researchers developed a classification model to assist experts in selecting the suitable evaluation criteria for comparing classifiers using extensive literature. In our future work, we will consider this idea to satisfy different requirements.

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

In the wave of big data, people gradually focus on collecting and utilizing data in all walks of life. However, experts from various fields are confused in selecting or applying data mining algorithms given the limitation in academic background knowledge. In this study, the applicability of each algorithm is obtained through the comparative analysis of seven kinds of mature algorithms on the classification task for datasets. For the balanced small biomedical dataset of the binary-class task, SVM is recommended to perform predict. The kNN and C4.5 decision tree algorithms perform well on binary- and multi-class task biomedical datasets. Moreover, C4.5 is easy to understand and interpret. The applicability rules can provide a reference in selecting data mining algorithms to biomedical researchers without scientific and engineering backgrounds. Thus, we are required to develop a reasonable plan combined with relevant background knowledge and select the appropriate mining methods to analyze or explore the potential knowledge in a large biomedical data. Then, the results should be discussed from a professional viewpoint. Finally, the rules or conclusions consistent with the actual condition can be obtained. Our results provide the possibility for combining expert knowledge with data mining methods and analysis tools. The results of this study show that attempting a variety of algorithms or selecting the proper algorithm for data mining can be accomplished promptly, and biomedical researchers can exert further efforts in learning and mastering the professional knowledge in their fields.
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